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Abstract: This paper gives a review on the topic of the mean radiant temperature Tmrt , the most important parameter influ-
encing outdoor thermal comfort during sunny conditions. Tmrt summarizes all short wave and long wave radiation
fluxes reaching the human body, which can be very complex (variable in spatial and also in temporal manner)
in urban settings. Thermal comfort researchers and urban planners need easy and sound methodological ap-
proaches to assess Tmrt . After the basics of the Tmrt calculation some of the methods suitable for obtaining Tmrt
also in urban environments will be presented.. Two of the discussed methods are based on instruments which
measure the radiation fluxes integral (globe thermometer, pyranometer-pyrgeometer combination), and three of
the methods are based on modelling the radiation environment with PC software (RayMan, ENVI-met and SOL-
WEIG).
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1. Introduction
One of the most studied areas in human-biometeorology– which deals with the combined effects of atmosphericconditions on the human organism – focuses on the as-sessment of the thermal environment. The meteorologicalparameters of air temperature, air humidity, wind velocityand thermal (infrared) radiation are described as thermalfactors and have a thermo-physiological effect on the hu-man heat balance and consequently on the state of human
∗E-mail: sztyepp@gmail.com or kantor.noemi@geo.u-szeged.hu
thermal comfort. In order to give a comprehensive human-biometeorological evaluation, it is necessary to considerall of the meteorological parameters which affect the heatexchange between the human body and its (indoor or out-door) environment [1–6].From the point of view of thermal comfort, conductive heattransfer usually plays a non-significant role. On the con-trary, convective ways of heat exchange are more impor-tant. Convective fluxes of sensible heat and latent heatare influenced by air temperature and air humidity, re-spectively, and both of them are affected by wind velocity.Measurement of these thermal factors does not cause anyproblem in general. The radiant environment has alsoa considerable effect on the body’s heat balance; more-
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over, in the case of strong direct solar radiation it becomesthe most significant agent of heat gain. However, the ra-diation field may be very complex, consisting of severallong and short wave components. In order to summarizethe effects of all radiant heat fluxes reaching the bodythe mean radiant temperature (Tmrt) has become a verypopular parameter in the field of human-biometeorology.Determination of this index is quite complicated in prac-tice, especially in urban environments with diverse surfacemorphology.The aim of this study is to give a review on the Tmrt ina way which would be helpful, principally for the scien-tists who are new in the field of human-biometeorologicalthermal comfort assessments and also the outsiders whoare not so familiar with this topic. Firstly, the definitionof mean radiant temperature and the basics of its calcula-tion are provided in a comprehensive overview, with illus-trations explaining the theoretical background and usingsymbols and abbreviations adopted from the basic litera-ture in this field [4, 6–8]. Secondly, some of the existingmethods which are applied most often to measure or tomodel this parameter outdoors are presented.
2. Definition of the mean radiant
temperature Tmrt
In the outdoor environment, the radiant energy transfer(heat loss or gain by thermal radiation) is the most impor-tant heat flux for the human heat balance, mainly in sunnyconditions. The mean radiant temperature Tmrt [◦C, K] hasbeen introduced in order to parameterize the effects of thecomplex radiant environment (containing several long andshort wave radiation fluxes) in one, temperature-dimensionindex [1, 6]. The mean radiant temperature, in relation toa given person placed in a given environment, in a givenbody posture and clothing, is defined as that uniform tem-perature of a fictive black-body radiation enclosure (emis-sion coefficient ε = 1) which would result in the same netradiation energy exchange with the subject as the actual,more complex radiation environment (Fig. 1). The radi-ation fluxes vary considerably in open spaces comparedto indoor situations, and in sunny conditions Tmrt can bemore than 30◦C higher than air temperature, while indoorsthey are approximately equal.Regarding the Tmrt , the following radiation componentsare of great importance:
1. solar or short wave radiation reaching the loweratmosphere (wave length λ = 0.3-3 µm)
(a) I – direct solar radiation(b) D – diffuse solar radiation
(c) R – reflected short wave radiation (parts of di-rect and diffuse solar radiation reflected fromthe ground and other surrounding surfaces)
2. terrestrial or long wave radiation (wave length λ =3-100 µm)
(a) A – atmospheric counter radiation (thermalradiation from the sky)(b) E – long wave radiation of the environment(thermal radiation from the ground and othersurrounding surfaces) [4, 6, 7, 9, 10].
The relative significance of solar and terrestrial fluxesreaching the body from different directions related to Tmrtdepends on the time of the day and the year as well asthe location. The night time radiation exchange consistsexclusively of long wave components; the short wave ir-radiance has a role only during the sunlight hours andits importance increases with the altitude of the Sun. Ona clear summer day thermal stress is mostly attributableto solar exposure, providing that the sky is unobstructed.However, in urban environments the radiation energy ab-sorbed by a standing man is derived mainly from the longwave domain and less than 30% results from solar radia-tion in the daytime [11].The above listed parameters are illustrated on Fig. 1 andincluded in Table 1 which contains all of the radiationfluxes significant for calculating Tmrt and the correspond-ing elements of the human radiation budget.
3. Calculation of the Tmrt
To calculate the mean radiant temperature, the dimen-sions of the radiating surrounding surfaces, including thevisible section of the sky have to be determined. More-over, all revelant properties from the point of view of ther-mal radiation (e.g. emissivity, albedo) should be added.The body posture is also important, because the Tmrt fora standing person is not the same as for a seated one. AsTmrt varies from point to point and also for the same pointwith the orientation of the body, the subject’s location andorientation in the real environment must also be known.The absorbance of the outer surface of the clothed body(clothing and exposed skin) also has an impact: Tmrt ismuch higher for a darkly pigmented person wearing blackgarments than a white subject in bright clothing [1, 6].The Tmrt calculation suggested by Fanger [1] is basedon the idea that the entire surroundings of the humanbody are divided into n isothermal surfaces which havethe following properties : Ti [K] are the surface temper-atures, εi are the emission coefficients, and Fi are the
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Figure 1. Illustration supporting the understanding of the definition and calculation of the Tmrt (explanations of symbols are in the text of this and
next sections and in Tables 1, 2 and 3).
Table 1. Relevant radiation fluxes and parameters of the human radiation budget (for explanations of symbols see the sections dealing with the
definition and calculation of the Tmrt ).
Radiation fluxes reaching thehuman body absorbed by thehuman body Q* Radiation budgetof the human bodysolar or short waveradiation (λ = 0.3 – 3 µm) K K* short wave budgetdirect solar radiation ona perpendicular surface I* fp · I* ak · fp · I* I direct solar radiationdiffuse anddiffusely reflectedshort wave radiation
Di Σ Fi · Di ak · Σ Fi · Di D diffuse solar radiation
R reflected short wave radi-ationterrestrial or long waveradiation (λ = 3 – 100 µm) L L* long wave budgetlong wave radiation of theenvironment Ei Σ Fi · Ei al · Σ Fi · Ei A atmospheric long waveradiationE environmental long waveradiationEKM long wave radiationof the human body
“angle factors” describing the solid angle proportions ofthe mentioned surfaces (i = 1, …, n). According to theStefan-Boltzmann’s law, each of these n isothermal sur-faces (ground, surroundings, and also the sky) emits Ei[W/m2] long wave radiation:
Ei = εi · σ · T 4i ,
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (σ = 5.67·10−8
W/m2K4). On the other hand, these surfaces reflect dif-fusely the short wave radiation: Di[W/m2] means the dif-fuse solar radiation (from the sky) or the diffusely reflecteddiffuse and direct solar radiation (from the ground and thesurroundings). All of the emitted Ei long wave and dif-fusely reflected Di short wave fluxes have to be weightedwith the Fi angle factors, then summarized in order todetermine the energy amounts reaching the human body(Table 1).
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Table 2. Surface projection factor fp as a function the solar altitude γ for a rotationally symmetric standing or walking person [6].
γ 0◦ 10◦ 20◦ 30◦ 40◦ 50◦ 60◦ 70◦ 80◦ 90◦fp 0.308 0.304 0.292 0.271 0.237 0.205 0.174 0.140 0.108 0.082
The other significant short wave component is the directsolar radiation. The radiation intensity of the sun ona surface perpendicular to the incident radiation is markedwith I* [W/m2]. The belonging weighting parameter, thesurface projection factor fp (Table 1), express the portionof body surface exposed to direct solar radiation (Fig. 2).It is a function of the incident radiation direction (solaraltitude angle) as well as the body posture (e.g. stand-ing or seated) and orientation. For practical applicationin human-biometeorological thermal comfort studies, it isgenerally adequate to determine the surface projectionfactor for a cylindrical body in an upright posture (Ta-ble 2) [6].
Figure 2. Silhouettes of a standing male corresponding to the areas
illuminated by direct solar radiation at different values of
solar azimuth and altitude [12].
The energy fluxes reaching the human body are absorbedaccording to the absorption coefficients ak for short waveand al for long wave radiation, therefore each of the abovementioned radiation components have to be weighted withthem (Table 1). Table 3 contains typical values of the ab-sorption coefficients for human skin and clothing. Theseare generally assumed to be 0.7 for solar radiation (ak )and 0.97 for terrestrial radiation (al), which equals to theemission coefficient of the clothed human body (εp) in pur-
Table 3. Absorption coefficients for long wave and short wave radia-
tion [7].
absorption coefficient skin clothing standard valuefor long wave radiation al 0.99 0.95 0.97for short wave radiation ak 0.55 – 0.85 0.4 – 0.9 0.7
suance of Kirchoff’s law.According to the above mentioned argument, the prevail-ing radiation fluxes of the real environment (I*, Di, Ei)result in energy gain which is influenced by parametersdescribing the location and orientation of the person andthe radiant sources to each other (Fi and fp), as well as bythe absorption coefficients (ak and al) of the clothed bodysurface. Thus, the radiation flux density SStr [W/m2] ab-sorbed by the human body can be described as (compiledby the authors based on [6, 7]):
S Str = al · n∑i=1 Fi · Ei + ak ·
n∑
i=1 Fi ·Di + ak · fp · I∗.
According to the definition of Tmrt the radiant energy gainof the human body located in the real environment is equalto that in the fictive environment which is a black-bodyradiator (ε = 1), isothermal enclosure with Tmrt [K] tem-perature. It emits σ · Tmrt4 radiant energy in the long waveradiation range, from which the human body absorbs ac-cording to its absorption coefficient al (al = εp):
SStr = al · σ · T 4mrt = εp · σ · T 4mrt .
Solving the equation for Tmrt and substituting theSStrvalue calculated in the real environment:
Tmrt = 4√ SStrεp · σ
Tmrt = 4√∑ni=1 Fi · al · Eiεp · σ +
∑ni=1 Fi · ak ·Diεp · σ + fp · ak · I∗εp · σ Tmrt
= 4√√√√ 1σ · n∑i=1
(Ei + ak · Diεp
) · Fi + fp · ak · I∗εp · σ .
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If there is no direct solar radiation, the formula is a bitsimpler [6]:
Tmrt = 4
√√√√ 1σ · n∑i=1
(Ei + ak · Diεp
) · Fi.
4. Problems in the course of deter-
mination Tmrt
Recording the radiation fluxes, i.e. obtaining the mean ra-diant temperature in urban settings with complex surfacemorphology means the largest challenge for the thermalcomfort researchers as the flux densities are considerablydiverse spatially and temporally. Natural and artificialobstacles, on the one hand, reduce the direct solar radi-ation depending on their dimensions, structure, orienta-tion, transmittance and the position of the sun. On theother hand, they act as thermal radiators, providing var-ious amount of long wave radiant energy for the humanbody according to their surface temperature, emissivity,solid angle proportion and the position of the person un-der consideration.The main problems in the course of Tmrt calculation arethe specification of the surrounding surfaces with theirsolid angle proportions (angle factors Fi) and the mea-surement of the individual short and long wave radiationfluxes reaching the human body. In that special case whenthe human body is situated on a large flat surface withoutany horizon obstruction, the determination of angle factorsis quite simple: the ground represents the lower and thesky the upper hemisphere and consequently both have anangle factor of 0.5. For these conditions Jendritzky et al.developed a simple method for determining Tmrt based onair temperature, cloudiness and solar altitude [9, 10].However, in the case of more complex surface morphology(especially in urban environments) determination of allrelevant radiation fluxes and the individual angle factorsis very difficult; a theoretically appropriate measurementmethodology is discussed in VDI 3789 Part 2 [13]. Di-rect radiation measurements can be avoided by using PCsoftware to model the 3-dimensional radiation field andto compute Tmrt . Besides the individual measurement ormodel based calculation, the Tmrt can be determined alsoby using integral radiation measurement techniques [6].From the above mentioned methodological proceduresonly those which have high relevance in the practice willbe presented below. In these techniques urban plannersand designers may be interested to estimate the thermalcomfort conditions in different urban environments. Thefirst discussed methods of obtaining Tmrt are based onintegral radiation measurements; one of them applies
globe thermometer and the other utilizes the combina-tion of a pyranometer and a pyrgeometer. Then simula-tion based approaches will follow modelling the radiationenvironment with PC software RayMan, ENVI-met andSOLWEIG.
5. Determination of Tmrt by integral
radiation measurements
The simplest method of obtaining Tmrt with integral radi-ation instruments is based on the utilization of a globethermometer . Originally, it was developed for indoor ap-plications (e.g. [14, 15]), but later it has been extended foroutdoor measurements (e.g. [16, 17]). The standard globethermometer is a flat black-painted hollow copper sphere(diameter is 150 mm, thickness is 0.4 mm) with a ther-mometer bulb at the centre (Fig. 3a). The Tmrt [◦C] iscalculated from the measured globe temperature accord-ing to the following equation:
Tmrt = 4√(Tg + 273.15)4 + hCgε · d0.4g · (Tg − Ta)− 273.15
where Tg [◦C] is the globe temperature, Ta [◦C] is the airtemperature, ε is the emissivity of the sphere (= 0.95 fora black globe), dg [mm] is the diameter of the sphere, andhCg is the globe’s mean convection coefficient. The latteris a function of the wind velocity va [m/s], and also consistsof an empirical derived parameter which depends on thecharacteristics of the globe [18, 19]:
hCg = 1.1 · 108 · v0.6a .
In effect, the temperature value measured in the centreof the globe at equilibrium results from heat exchangeprocesses through radiation and also through convection,so the Tg represents the weighted average of the Tmrt andthe Ta. The stronger the air movement is, the closer isthe value of Tg to Ta, and Tg equals the Tmrt only in calmconditions. The cooling effect of the wind i.e. the roleof the convective heat loss can be reduced by a biggerthermometer bulb, but it would significantly increase itsresponse time.The globe thermometer i.e. the measured Tg gives a goodapproximation of Tmrt indoors where the radiant heatfluxes from the surrounding surfaces are rather uniform.Although it is relatively cheap and enables simple mobilemeasurements, in outdoor cases, where the radiant envi-ronment is not homogeneous, it is less suitable for severalreasons [11, 19]:
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Figure 3. Integral radiation measurements: (a) a standard globe thermometer and (b) a flat grey globe thermometer constructed for outdoor
thermal comfort studies [18, 19], in addition (c) a pyranometer, (d) a pyrgeometer (e) a radiation instrument containing a rotatable
combination of them [6], as well as (f) three net radiometers oriented to measure radiation fluxes from six perpendicular directions at
the same time [18, 19].
1. The spherical shape averages the absorbed radia-tion equally from all directions, so the globe ther-mometer enables a good approximation for the hu-man body in seated posture, but not for a stand-ing person (as at this posture the lateral radiationfluxes are dominant).
2. The Tmrt calculation from this integral radia-tion measurement by globe thermometer assumesequally absorbed radiation energy in both the longand short wave domain, and it does not considerthat the black colour of the sphere overestimatesthe absorption in the short wave range.
3. The response time of the globe thermometer is toolong for outdoor investigations: it takes up to 15-20 minutes to reach the equilibrium. Normally, theTa and va change more quickly outdoors, meaningthat equilibrium is never reached and the calculatedTmrt value becomes uncertain.To solve the problem of uncertainty due to the longer re-sponse time, the size of the sphere should be reduced; thenthe equilibrium is reached more quickly. However, in thatcase the relative effect of the convective heat exchange in-creases and the final Tg is affected less by radiation; i.e.the accuracy of the obtained Tmrt becomes poorer. An op-timal sphere-diameter may balance between the accuracyand the uncertainty (response time) of the measurement.The problem derived from the black colour can be avoidedby using a grey globe, because the lighter colour is moresuitable to represent the radiant properties of the skin andthe general clothing of a person. For example, [18, 19]used a Pt100 sensor placed in the centre of a flat graypainted hollow acrylic sphere with a diameter of 38 mmand a thickness of 1 mm (Fig. 3b). This globe thermome-ter had a response time less than 5 minutes, and withsimultaneous Ta and va measurements it has proven tobe an accurate device to assess the Tmrt outdoors. Thegrey globe thermometers need outdoor validation before
Table 4. Weighting factors Wi depending on the shape and orienta-
tion [7].
East South West North upward downwardstanding person 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.220 0.060 0.060seated person 0.185 0.185 0.185 0.185 0.130 0.130globe 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167 0.167
the measurements in order to determine the globe’s meanconvection coefficient hCg depending on the material anddimensional characteristics of the sphere.The most accurate method of Tmrt determination in outdoorsettings (suggested also by the VDI 3789 guideline) is themeasurement technique proposed by Höppe [7]. However,due to the required equipment, this is also the most costlyand complicated approach of obtaining Tmrt in practice.The solar and terrestrial radiation fluxes reaching the hu-man body are measured separately; pyranometer (Fig. 3c)is used to record the radiation fluxes from the respectivehalf-space (hemisphere) in the short wave and pyrgeome-ter (Fig. 3d) in the long wave domain. The environmentis divided into six main parts according to the four car-dinal points of the compass and to the upper and lowerdirections. These perpendicular directions represent the3-dimensional radiation field and each of them has differ-ent weighting factors according to the shape of the bodyunder consideration (Table 4).The mean radiation flux density Sstr [W/m2] absorbed bythe body is calculated from the measured six individualsolar Ki [W/m2] and terrestrial Li [W/m2] fluxes, which haveto be multiplied by the weighting factors Wi correspondingto the direction of the measurements (i = 1 to 6) as well asby the absorption coefficients of the clothed body for shortwave ak and long wave al radiation (Tables 3 and 4) [7]:
SStr = 6∑i=1 Wi · (ak · Ki + al · Li) .
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Then the Tmrt [◦C] is calculated from the absorbed radiationflux density Sstr according to the Stefan-Boltzmann’s law:
Tmrt = 4√ SStrεp · σ − 273.15,
where, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and εp is theemissivity of the clothed human body which is equal to alaccording to Krichhoff’s law. The main advantage of thisprobe is the separate measurement of the short and longwave radiation, which allows consideration of the differentabsorption coefficients. This is crucially, as al is set to0.97 while the value of ak is only 0.7 meaning that thelong wave fluxes have relatively greater importance.If only one pyranometer-pyrgeometer pair is used, theyhave to be mounted on a horizontally and vertically rotat-able instrument at the height of 1.1 m above the groundwhich represents the place of the weighting centre of thestanding human body. By turning the sensors through 90◦in each case, e.g. into the four lateral directions as well asdownward and upward, it is possible to measure the radia-tion fluxes from the 3-dimensional radiation field (Fig. 3e).As the response time of the sensors has to be taken intoaccount (ca. 3 minutes in the case of each stand of theinstrument), a whole measurement period takes 18 min-utes. This time can be decreased to 9 minutes by usinga rotatable net radiometer consisting of 2 pyranometersand 2 pyrgeometers facing in the opposite directions. Thecalculated Tmrt has 3-minute temporal resolution in bothcases. It is possible to avoid the procedure of rotationif the radiation flux densities from the six directions aremeasured at the same time. This however, requires three,perpendicularly oriented net radiometers, which makes themeasurement technique quite expensive (Fig. 3f).
6. Calculation of the Tmrt by mod-
elling the whole radiation field
Without sophisticated and time-consuming field measure-ment procedures, the individual radiation fluxes can beobtained by model approaches applying easily accessibleinput meteorological parameters, such as air temperature,air humidity, degree of cloud cover, and air clarity (at-mospheric turbidity) [6, 20, 21]. In addition to the atmo-spheric variables, temporal parameters (day of the yearand time of the day) as well as the geographical locationmust be specified. Modelling radiant fluxes in urban en-vironments definitely needs data about the artificial andnatural obstacles reducing the visible portion of the sky(can be described with the sky view factor). Application of
a correct surface morphological database containing ge-ometrical properties of buildings and vegetation in thestudy area is the most critical part of the modelling pro-cedure. Beyond the solid angle proportions (i.e. view fac-tors) of the different surrounding obstacles, some of theirmeasures, significant from the point of view of radiant en-ergy exchange need also be specified: albedo, transmis-sivity and emissivity. All of the above mentioned environ-mental parameters together with the radiant properties ofthe human body (such as emissivity and absorbance) haveto be known in order to calculate the mean radiant tem-perature [6, 20, 21]. Several different models (software)have been developed in the recent years with the aim ofsimulating the 3-dimensional radiation field in urban set-tings and calculate the Tmrt .Due to its user-friendly interface, the very fast runningtime and because it is freely available, RayMan is oneof the most popular tools for thermal comfort researchers,and urban planners [20, 21]. This radiation and bioclimatemodel has been developed based on the VDI-Guidelines3789 and 3787 [6, 13]. RayMan divides the 3-dimensionalenvironment into an upper and a lower hemisphere witha parting plane between them at 1.1 m above the ground,at the height of the weighting centre of a standing humanbody. The model simulates the radiation flux densities andcalculates the Tmrt based on the following information:
1. Temporal specification: date i.e. day of the year aswell as time of the day.
2. Geographical location: longitude, latitude, altitude,time zone.
3. Meteorological input : air temperature, air humidity(vapour pressure or relative humidity), global radia-tion (or cloud cover at least), moreover the turbidity,the Bowen-ratio and the ratio of diffuse and globalradiation. One of the main advantages of RayManfrom the point of view of Tmrt calculation is that therequired meteorological data are easy to obtain andhave no high spatial variability.
4. Information about horizon limitation: RayMan of-fers many options to enter the data on complex hori-zons which modify the radiation field:
(a) Topographical data can be edited or createdin order to limit the horizon by topographicaleffects.(b) Surface morphological input : detailed spatialdata (coordinates and dimensions) and radi-ation properties of the obstacles locating inthe investigated area:
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i. data about buildings: (relative) coordi-nates, length, width, height, emissivityand albedo;ii. data about vegetation: (relative) coor-dinates, type of the tree (deciduous orconiferous), full height and trunk height,radius of canopy, emissivity and albedo.This database can be edited graphically aswell as numerically and each kind of the 3-dimensional obstacles can be switched on andoff with regard to the RayMan calculations.(c) The RayMan considers also other input pos-sibilities of horizon limitation beyond the to-pographical and surface morphological data.If there are no detailed 3D data sets aboutthe research area it is possible to draw “hori-zon limitation polygon” freely in a fish-eyeviewed grid map, as well as according to im-ported fish-eye photos [19–21].
The model serves other useful outcomes beyond the Tmrt :
1. Sun paths for any day of the year can be showngraphically in a fish-eye view.
2. Shadowed areas generated by the obstacles can bepresented on a grid map for each day of the yearand for each specific period of the day.
3. Sunshine duration with and without horizon limita-tion can be calculated in daily resolution.
4. Thermal comfort indices PMV [1], SET* [22],PET [23] and UTCI [8] can be calculated, whichmakes the model suitable for human bioclimatolog-ical assessments not only on the radiation field butalso in a wider sense. RayMan is able to treat Tmrtalso as an input parameter for index calculations, ifit is determined formerly from site-specific radiationdata (e.g. by field measurements with pyranometer-pyrgeometer technique).
RayMan is a stationary model compatible with MicrosoftWindows and can be used for human bioclimate studiesin different time and spatial scales. By using the soft-ware, radiation and thermal comfort conditions can beanalyzed for complex urban structures and other type oflandscapes [20, 21]. However, the simulations refer onlyto one point of the investigated area and do not providea continuous surface of the obtained values, because itwould considerably increase the running time.Such is the case with the 3-dimensional, grid-basedENVI-met model which, on the other hand calculateswind flow, turbulence, temperature, humidity as well as
radiation fluxes and Tmrt with high spatial (0.5-10 m hor-izontally) and temporal (up to 10 s) resolution [24–26].This microclimate model has been designed based on thefundamental laws of fluid and thermodynamics to simu-late the surface-plant-air interactions in urban settingsfor purposes of urban climatology, architecture, urban de-sign and planning. The software can be run on a regularPC with Microsoft Windows.In order to represent the difficult urban environment withcomplex surface morphology, the software makes it pos-sible to build up a detailed 3D model domain (max.250×250×25 grids) containing:
1. Buildings in multifarious arrangements with differ-ent heights, shapes and designs.
2. Vegetation with specific properties: different types(tree, bush, grass), height, dense of foliage. Treesare handled, on the one hand, as porous obstaclesto wind and solar radiation, on the other hand, theycontain also physiological processes (evapotranspi-ration and photosynthesis).
3. Different soil types consisting of several layers.
The non-stationary, non-hydrostatic ENVI-met predictsall of the exchange processes and simulates all of themicroclimatic parameters within a daily cycle for each gridof the model domain. The huge number of output variablesand the fine resolution in time and space necessitate thelong running time for model calculations; it often takes upseveral days [11, 24–26].Both the above mentioned models calculate Tmrt at streetlevel (RayMan calculates to one point and ENVI-met toa surface) according to Fanger’s [1] idea. The surround-ings are divided into many sections (free atmosphere, sev-eral building surfaces and also the ground surface) forwhich the direct, diffuse and diffusely reflected short waveand the emitted long wave radiation components are takeninto account. The long wave fluxes at street level areassumed to originate as 50% from the upper hemisphere(sky and buildings) and 50% from the ground (lower hemi-sphere) [11, 27]. However, in complex urban environmentsthe long wave radiation absorbed by the standing bodyoriginates mainly from the surrounding walls; thus for bet-ter estimation of Tmrt it is important to take into consid-eration the lateral directions.The SOLWEIG (solar and long wave environmental irra-diance geometry-model) calculates the Tmrt on the basis ofthe integral radiation measurement procedure introducedby [7] so it considers the solar and terrestrial radiationflux densities from 6 perpendicular directions [27, 28]. TheSOLWEIG simulates spatial variations of radiation fluxes,Tmrt and shadow patterns in urban environments based
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on geographical information (longitude, latitude, altitude),surface morphology and simple meteorological parametersincluding direct, diffuse and global shortwave radiation,air temperature and relative humidity. (In contrast to thefirst version, SOLWEIG 2.0 also enables the modelling ofdirect and diffuse components of short wave radiation.)The complex urban surface morphology in SOLWEIG isrepresented by high-resolution digital elevation mod-els (DEMs). SOLWEIG can be considered as a 2.5-dimensional Tmrt model as the applied input DEMs are2.5-dimensionals containing x and y coordinates withheight attributes, while the results are 2-dimensional hav-ing only horizontal x, y extensions and referring at theheight of 1.1 m. SOLWEIG 1.0 included only an urbanraster DEM to account for ground and buildings but in thesecond version the trees (coniferous or deciduous trees)and bushes are also represented. For this purpose twonew DEMs have been introduced: one for the canopy andanother for the trunk zone (bushes have no trunk zone). Ashuman activities take place in the trunk zone, consideringthis area in the course of modelling radiation fluxes is veryimportant; especially at high geographical latitudes or lowSun elevation, when the trunk zone may receive relativelygreater solar radiation from a lateral direction [28].SOLWEIG is able to handle very large model domainsmeaning more than 1,000×1,000 pixels on a regular PC.The simulated Tmrt and shadow patterns have hourly tem-poral resolution which would be improved in the future.Similarly to the above mentioned two models, SOLWEIGalso has a user-friendly graphical interface. The othergreat advantage of the model is that it also copes withlow sun elevation angles, which cause problems when us-ing the RayMan software [27, 28].
7. DiscussionThe mean radiant temperature is one of the key factorsgoverning human thermal comfort in urban environments,and due to the complex radiant geometry in cities, it isalso the most unsteady input parameter for index calcula-tions. It can be obtained through several different ways,but urban climatologists, architects and urban plannersask for reliable and simple tools for estimating of Tmrt .The most adequate procedure for obtaining Tmrt experi-mentally is the use of a radiation instrument consisting ofpyranometer and pyrgeometer which have to be orien-tated in six directions. This technique has the advantage,that solar and terrestrial radiation fluxes are measuredseparately, consequently the different absorption coeffi-cients of the clothed human body to short and long waveradiation can be considered. However, this method is quitecomplex and expensive, especially if the measurement ofthe relevant short and long wave radiation fluxes from the
six directions is solved at the same time with three net ra-diometers. The other opportunity, which works with a ro-tatable combination of a pyranometer and a pyrgeometer,is very time-consuming (Fig. 3).A more rapid and less expensive way for estimating theTmrt is based on field measurements using a globe ther-mometer constructed for outdoor application with simul-taneously conducted air temperature and wind velocitymeasurements. The grey globe thermometers are howevernot standard measurement devices, so before the plannedfield measurements, they have to be validated with a si-multaneously conducted pyranometer-pyrgeometer as thistechnique is the most appropriate way to determine Tmrtoutdoors [19].As in most cases continuous monitoring and power sourcesfor the integral radiation equipments are not available,the mentioned field measurements can not be applied inlong-term studies. For that reason, it is necessary towork also with PC programs being able to estimate the3-dimensional radiation environment with all the relevantsolar and terrestrial fluxes and then calculate Tmrt . Oneof the main advantages of such models is the possibility oftesting the micro-bioclimatic effects of different planningscenarios by modifying the dimensions, arrangements, andthe radiant properties of the buildings and the vegetationin the model environment [20].The models always contain some physical assumptionswith respect to the following obstacle-attributes: surfacetemperatures and emissivity (which are required for thecalculation of long wave emission), albedo (necessary todetermine the reflected part of short wave radiation) aswell as transmittance for short and long wave radiations.The values which are selected for these measures (as de-fault values and treated as constant) are usually from dif-ferent tables and not from field measurements, thus theymay not be representative. Besides, the modeled build-ing and vegetation elements are usually simplified shapescompared to the real obstacles.As all of the presented simulation tools have numerousbeneficial as well as unfavourable features, the usershave to decide which model fits the best for their pur-poses. Based on the results of [20, 21] the correlationsbetween measured (pyranometer-pyrgeometer probe) andRayMan-simulated Tmrt values are strong (r=0.95 fora semi-open place and r=0.96 for under a tree in the Cen-tral European city of Freiburg). However, RayMan tendsto underestimate Tmrt . According to Thorsson et al. [19]this underestimation is particularly obvious at low solarelevations (based on measurements and simulations per-formed in the high latitude city of Göteborg). The SOL-WEIG-based Tmrt seems to be more reliable at low sunaltitude, as the radiation fluxes are not only considered
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for horizontal surfaces, but also from the four vertical di-rections. The model showed a good performance: there isalmost a one to one relationship between the modeled andmeasured data (based on observations carried out in Göte-borg, Kassel and Freiburg) and the corresponding corre-lation coefficient is 0.96 [27, 28]. Ali-Touder [11] foundthat ENVI-met was suitable to show the different trendsof Tmrt in the case of day and night; however, this modelsignificantly overestimated Tmrt during the morning hoursand underestimated it from noon and throughout the night.The ENVI-met and the SOLWEIG serve 2-dimensionaloutputs, while the RayMan calculations refer only to onepoint which means the model is also significantly fasterto run. All of the presented models handle not only thebuildings, but simulate the radiant modifying effects of thevegetation too.It has to be emphasized again, that the modelling pro-cedure always means simplification, especially in land-scapes with diverse surface morphology. Therefore, themodel simulations concerning the radiation and biocli-matic conditions of real urban environments have to besupported with field measurements obtaining Tmrt andthermal indices experimentally. Modelling the short andlong wave radiation components from the free sky presentsno difficulty, but the reflected solar and emitted terres-trial fluxes from the solid surfaces cause more problems inmorphologically complex urban environments. It is not yetsolved perfectly in the presented models how the inclinedor vertical surfaces affect the 3-dimensional radiation field.Moreover, there are some other parameters whose assess-ments have to be improved; e.g. the quantification of theclouds or the estimation of atmospheric turbidity [20]. Dueto the argumentation above, all of the discussed modelsare under continuous development or improvement.
8. ConclusionBecause of the rapidly growing global population and thebetter working possibilities in cities, more and more peo-ple have to live or work in urban areas. These citizens areaffected by many forms of strain inherent to the life withintowns; i.e. various kinds of air pollution, odours, noise,light pollution, exhaustion due to the accelerated lifestyleand last but not least thermal stress. For the improvementof their life it is essential the collaboration between the ur-ban planning and disciplines aiming to study human com-fort conditions in cities. One of these disciplines is urban-biometeorology, which deals with the effects of weatherconditions, climate and air quality on human beings inurban environment [5, 6]. Human-biometeorological stud-ies describe the thermal component of the urban climatein a thermo-physiologically significant manner, i.e. theyestimate the combined effects of air temperature, air hu-
midity and wind velocity as well as short- and long waveradiation on the human thermoregulatory system. Thisis an important task because thermal comfort conditionsaffect the efficiency, well-being and also the health con-ditions of people [29].In order to communicate successfully with urban plannersand designers it is important to use measures bearingcomprehensive, thermo-physiologically significant infor-mation; but also which are easy to understand. Well-known indices in the practice are the Predicted MeanVote (PMV) derived from Fanger’s comfort equation [1],the Standard Effective Temperature (SET*) from Gagge’stwo-node model [22, 30] and the Physiologically Equiva-lent Temperature (PET) obtained from the Munich Energybalance Model for Individuals (MEMI) [3, 23, 31]. Thenewest measure in this field is the Universal Thermal Cli-mate Index based on Fiala’s multi-node model [8]. Suchindices can be used to characterize thermal comfort con-ditions evolved in existing urban structures, and to clarifywhether certain urban planning scenarios would maintain,improve or worsen the human-biometeorological situation.As the thermal conditions in urban micro-environments insummer are determined mainly by the varied radiationfield, the Tmrt , as a basic input of all of the mentioned in-dices, deserves much more attention than the less variableair temperature. Therefore, this paper aimed to overviewthe theoretical background and the practical opportunitiesfor determination of this problematic parameter.
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